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Project Overview 
•  The Chymistry of Isaac Newton Project is producing a 
scholarly online edition of the alchemical manuscripts 
of Isaac Newton. 
•  William R. Newman, General Editor 
John A. Walsh, Technical Lead  
•  The Chymistry of Isaac Newton is affiliated with The 
Newton Project, based at University of Sussex in the 
U.K., which is focused on Newton's theological 
writings. 
Progress Report 
•  At this point, over 85% of the alchemical manuscripts, about 
2000 of 2300 pages, have been transcribed and encoded, 
including the large number of works in the Keynes collection, 
Kings College Library, Cambridge University, and Newton's 
most important laboratory notebook, Additional Ms. 3975, 
Cambridge University Library. 
•  Over 500 pages, or about a quarter of Newton's alchemical 
writings, have been released to the public with introductions in 
spring 2007. 
•  Now, a further 117 unreleased documents are undergoing 
editorial review. 
•  In fall 2007, work began on developing digital tools to 
accompany the manuscript collection. 
Web Interface 
•  Web interface provides browsing and searching, and 
reference materials, including images and video clips. 
•  Manuscripts are represented in diplomatic and 
normalized transcriptions, derived from a single source 
XML/TEI document. 
•  New scholarly introductions, commentary, translations, 
and supplementary pedagogical and reference 












Architecture & Standards 
•  Software for the project is developed in Java, using Java Servlet 
technology, Java Server Pages, and the Apache Struts Java Web 
application framework. 
•  eXtensible Text Framework (XTF) developed by the California 
Digital Library (http://xtf.sourceforge.net/) includes crossQuery, 
dynaXML, Text Engine, and Indexer components. 
•  HTML / CSS / JavaScript (jQuery Library)/ Flash 
•  TEI P4 w/ P5 Ms. Description elements added as a P4 extension 
o  heavily encoded w/ additions, deletions, abbreviations/
expansions. 
o  Use of <c> element to represent alchemical symbols, many of 
which are unique to Newton. 
•  TEI documents for The Chymistry of Isaac Newton are encoded 
using the most commonly supported Unicode encoding, UTF-8. 




Newton's alchemical manuscripts are very complex 
documents, featuring: 





•  Foreign Passages 
•  Deletions and Additions 
•  Regularization of Spellings 
•  Catchwords 





Serving Up Symbols 
•  Possible solutions for delivering symbols included: 
  Developing a Newton font 
  Serving up images for all symbols 
  A combination of fonts and images 
•  How many symbols do we have?  
•  Can we enumerate Newton’s symbol set before we’ve encoded 
everything? 
•  Are there resources or guidelines for alchemical symbols within 
Unicode or other sources?  
•  Are there open-source alchemical fonts available? 
History of Alchemy and Alchemical Symbols 
•  Newton started by copying and 
paraphrasing contemporary alchemical 
authors 
•  He owned a very large collection of 
alchemical books and created indexes and 
practical glossaries derived from them 
•  He corresponded with other natural 
philosophers and experimenters interested 
in alchemy, including Robert Boyle, the 
Skeptical Chymist 
Origins of Alchemy 
•  Dyes, inks, paint pigments—color change 
•  Smelting, metallurgy, jewelry 
•  Medicine and pharmacopeia 
•  Greek matter theory 
•  Astrology 
•  First alchemy texts appeared in Greece, 
Egypt, and Syria, ca. 600 CE but roots 
went back millennia and ideas came from 
many places—China and India. 
Transmutation 
•  Plating versus real change 
•  Philosopher’s stone and elixirs 
•  Search for spiritual enlightenment 
Video clips on www.chymistry.org : 

Alchemical Symbols in Greek Texts 
Alchemical Symbols in Syriac 
Apothecary Jars 
From William Johnson, Lexicon Chymicum (London, 1652-3) 
From Nicaise Le Fevre, A Compleat Body of Chymistry (London, 1670) 
Alchemical Symbol Tables in the Seventeenth Century 
In the Early Phases of the Project 
•  Newton group starts with open-source alchemical 
font 
•  Exports images from font editor as GIFs for Web 
  FontLab Studio editor is used to add new characters 
and symbols 
•  Use of GIF images satisfies common web dictum 
of not relying on non-standard font 
•  Entities are used in the XML/XSLT to manage 
encoding and rendering 


Accumulation of Problems with Symbol GIFs 
•  GIF symbols don’t kern 
•  GIF symbols don’t scale 
•  GIF symbols take forever 
to load and to print 
•  For scholarly readers, 
these are serious 
problems 
Another Look at Fonts 
•  Fonts can kern and scale 
•  Fonts can change color and be styled via CSS 
•  We could organize a Unicode proposal 
  To standardize future work 
Delivery of Fonts on the Web 
•  Either Fonts, or GIFs, or both can be delivered to 
the visitor 
•  Through XSLT we can choose which to deliver 
cutting down on load time and overall file size 
•  Main Problem: 
 How can we tell if the user has 
downloaded our Newton font and if it is 
available to us BEFORE we deliver the 
page to the visitor? 
Detecting Visitor’s Installed Fonts 
•  Security: Client-Side solutions such as JavaScript 
and HTML can not directly access a visitor’s font 
set  
•  Server-Side Solution: We could make use of 
JAVA, but we would need to build an extension for 
SAXON 
•  Other Client-Side Solutions:  
  JavaScript String Width Comparison 
  JavaScript @font-face CSS 2/3 Rule 
  Adobe Flash/JavaScript Hack 
We Have Font Detection Methods, Now What? 
•  Initial Solution: We detect font at each page request, after 
page load we use JavaScript (jQuery Library) to search 
through the DOM and change all <img> tags to <div> tags 
displaying font. 
  We have VERY large documents, and changing DOM after 
load places tremendous stress on browser resources 
  Visitor may start browsing page before switch and can be 
confused or frustrated by delay 
•  Current Solution: We detect the visitor’s fonts on their initial 
visit to the chymistry.org site using Adobe Flash and jQuery 
AJAX.  
  The font detection page is loaded and a call is made via AJAX 
to the FLASH movie. The FLASH movie returns the entire list 
of fonts on the visitor’s machine. JavaScript then parses the 
array and looks for the Newton font. A cookie is then set 
identifying a success or failure. 
Combining Font Detection and XSLT 
•  Within the XTF framework, XSLT transforms XML to HTML. Most 
XML elements have templates that direct transformation from XML to 
HTML. XTF does have session tracking, but it is not well 
documented and doesn’t seem to be available to us. 
•  Our “c” XSL Template: Newton symbols are initially encoded as 
entities and transformed to <c> elements during the web site build. 
XSLT is then used to transform the <c> element into HTML for 
delivery to the web site. 
  It is easy for us to deliver either fonts or images within the “c” 
template using standard logic.  
  Our problem was getting XTF to set a variable indicating if the 
font was installed during the entire visitor session. 
•  Solution: Using the Flash/JavaScript script, we are able to set a 
variable within XTF using our cookie data that is available during the 
entire visitor session. This XTF variable is a flag that the “c” template 
uses to decide which HTML element to serve to the user: the <img> 
tag or the <div> tag. 
Encoding Example 
to <a id="dd403618e1541"></a><img alt="263f" title="MERCURY" class="NSymbolImage" 
src="http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/lib/img/unicode/pua_newton/263f.gif">, <a id="dd403618e1544"></
a><img alt="2644" title="LEAD (SATURN)" class="NSymbolImage" src="http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/lib/
img/unicode/pua_newton/2644.gif"> <a id="dd403618e1547"></a><img alt="2643" title="TIN (JUPITER)" 
class="NSymbolImage" src="http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/lib/img/unicode/pua_newton/2643.gif">, ….  
to &mercury;, &saturn; &jupiter;, &backward-moon;, &venus;, &mars;, &sun; respectively. 
<!ENTITY mercury "<c function='unicode' n='MERCURY' type='symbol'>UNx263f</c>"> 
<!ENTITY saturn "<c function='unicode' n='LEAD (SATURN)' type='symbol'>UNx2644</c>"> 
<!ENTITY jupiter "<c function='unicode' n='TIN (JUPITER)' type='symbol'>UNx2643</c>"> 
to <a id="dd87427e1541"></a><div class="NSymbolFontShow" title="MERCURY" n="263f">☿</
div>, <a id="dd87427e1544"></a><div class="NSymbolFontShow" title="LEAD (SATURN)" n="2644">♄</
div> <a id="dd87427e1547"></a><div class="NSymbolFontShow" title="TIN (JUPITER)" n="2643">♃</
div>, … 
Symbol Search 
•  Using XTF framework and javascript/jQuery, we can search symbols based on 
attributes. 
•  XTF is an inverted indexing tool—all words in a corpora are indexed and queries 
and browser requests can be answered rapidly. 
•  How do we get XTF to see our symbols? 
•  TEI’s <c> element can be indexed by XTF and we can search for them by using 
their attributes, title=“sulfur” or n=“UNxE001”. That part is pretty easy. 
•  Displaying the symbols on the Results and Snippets pages presented a much bigger 
challenge than the actual documents. XTF includes non-TEI elements and attributes 
in the code stream it returns for Results and Snippets and our XSLT has to handle 
those elements—much new construction. 
•  The remaining challenge is to provide an intuitive interface that lets the visitor initiate 




Standardization with Unicode Group 
•  Before we saw all of the Newton 
manuscripts we didn’t know how large 
the problem was. 
•  Other projects doing similar things will 
have the same problem. 
•  Unicode has some alchemical symbols 
but only because other symbols—
astrology, gender—have alchemical 
meanings or equivalents 
•  Why not expand Unicode to include 
more alchemical symbols? 
Unicode Proposal 
•  Working with Unicode staff members to develop 
an draft proposal for alchemical symbols. 
•  Creating the LudyTenger font—3695 symbols 
•  Selecting the symbols to include—relying on the 
authors of alchemy textbooks, 1620–1720 




•  Working with Unicode staff members to develop 
an draft proposal for alchemical symbols. 
•  Creating the LudyTenger font—3695 symbols 
•  Selecting the symbols to include—relying on the 
authors of alchemy textbooks, 1620–1720 
•  Creating the Alchemy Textbook font—asserting 
copyright 
From William Johnson, Lexicon Chymicum (London, 1652-3) 
From Nicaise Le Fevre, A Compleat Body of Chymistry (London, 1670) 




•  Wally Hooper, DLP 
•  Tim Bowman, SLIS 
